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Abstract
The current de/nition of the Java bytecode veri/er, as well as the proposals to formal-
ize it, does not include any check about the structured use of locks by monitorenter and
monitorexit instructions. So code is run, even if critical sections are corrupted. In this paper,
we isolate a sublanguage of the Java Virtual Machine with thread creation and mutual exclu-
sion. For this subset, we de/ne a semantics and a formal veri/er that enforces basic properties of
threads and lock and unlock operations. The veri/er integrates well with previous formalizations
of the Java bytecode veri/er. Our analysis of structured use of locks reveals the presence of
bugs in the current compilers from Sun, IBM and Microsoft. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Java Programming Language is compiled into an intermediate language, called
(Java) bytecode. The bytecode is then interpreted by the Java virtual machine (JVM,
in the following) [1]. Most of the portability of the Java language relies on the fact
that JVMs have been de/ned for almost all the platforms. Indeed, the present scenario
is that the bytecode on some machine may be shipped and executed on another one,
which is the basis of Java code mobility.
However, bytecode mobility poses a sequel of problems, as bytecodes generated by
hostile compilers, or created by attackers, or corrupted during the migration. To detect
possible harmful bytecodes, Java developers have de/ned the bytecode veri%er, which
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checks the format of downloaded classes, the presence of illegal conversions, jumps to
invalid addresses, methods invoked with a wrong number or type of actual parameters.
The oGcial de/nitions of the bytecode veri/er consist of a prose description and an
implementation [12]. As usual, such de/nitions are not satisfactory as regards formal
reasoning and proof checking. Therefore, very recently, several authors have devel-
oped formal speci/cations of parts of the bytecode veri/er, as well as possible exten-
sions [17,7,9]. Soundness proofs have been given, and a bug of the Sun implementation
of the bytecode veri/er has been identi/ed.
There are at least two key features that escape from the present formal speci/cations
of the bytecode veri/er: concurrency and class loading (some progress in the formal
de/nition of class loading has been recently done in [16]). In this paper we address
the /rst of them.
At the present time, the bytecode veri/ers do not /lter out the following codes:
1 aload 0
2 monitorexit
3 return
1 aload 0
2 monitorenter
3 return
where, the one on the left releases a lock (monitorexit instruction) without having
acquired it before, whilst the one on the right acquires the lock (monitorenter in-
struction) without releasing it. It turns out that the execution of the above codes raises
the run-time exception IllegalMonitorState-Exception (Sun’s JDK 1.2 raises no
exception for the bytecode on the right). That is, the JVM performs a number of
run-time checks to guarantee proper locks usages by method invocations. In particu-
lar, these checks verify that exactly the objects which are locked are released upon
termination—the structured locking property.
Extending the bytecode veri/er with static checks of structured locking is not straight-
forward because:
• locks may be acquired and released by using diMerent objects, which are aliases;
• the order of lock releases may be diMerent from the order of lock acquirings;
• instructions performed in between a monitorenter and a monitorexit may be not
contiguous in the bytecode;
• the normal execution may be deviated while a lock is owned because an exception
occurs.
We address the problem of enforcing the structured locking property by designing a
suitable type system which integrates the bytecode veri/er, thus following previous
works of Stata–Abadi and Freund–Mitchell. To this purpose, we de/ne the operational
semantics of a fragment of the Java virtual machine language (JVML) encompassing
multithreading and mutual exclusion, and we prove the correctness of our typing system
with respect to the operational semantics. In particular, we demonstrate that a well-
typed program never raises an IllegalMonitorStateException at run-time. As a
consequence, the robustness of the JVM may be improved by integrating our checks in
the bytecode veri/er itself. In addition, JVM speed-up is increased because tests which
nowadays are performed at run-time may be omitted. Finally, our analysis reveals the
presence of bugs in the current compilers from Sun, IBM and Microsoft.
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The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2 overviews concurrency in
the JVM and in the bytecode, and gives a detailed account of the compilation of
Java synchronized statement. Sections 3 and 4 de/ne the syntax and the operational
model of JVMLC , the sublanguage of JVML with primitives for thread creation and
mutual exclusion. The static semantics is de/ned in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss
the extension of JVMLC with exception handlers. The extension with synchronization
primitives (wait, notify, and notifyAll) is discussed in Section 7. In Section 8 we
analyse the bugs we have found in Sun, IBM, and Microsoft compilers. In Section 9
we discuss recipes for conforming bytecodes to the structured locking property. In
Section 10 we present the current version of our prototype extension of the bytecode
veri/er with structured locking checks. We comment related works and conclude in
Section 11.
2. Threads and mutual exclusion in the bytecode Java
Java supports concurrent programming through threads and monitors [11]. A new
thread of control may be created by (1) creating an instance of a class deriving from
java.lang.Thread of the standard Java libraries, and then (2) invoking the start
method of this class. The method start spawns a new thread and returns. The control
of this new thread is given to the run method of the object by the Java virtual machine.
A thread exits when the run method returns. Since the default implementation of run
of Thread does nothing, to design a parallel behaviour one must de/ne a sub-class of
Thread with a new run method.
Synchronization across threads is implemented through monitors. That is, each object
has an associated lock and synchronization is de/ned by acquiring and releasing locks.
Two forms of synchronization are provided: through synchronized methods and through
synchronized statements.
If a thread invokes a synchronized method m of an object o, the invocation locks
o and releases the lock when the method returns. In between, other invocations of
m by other threads will be blocked, as well as invocations of other synchronized
methods on o. Synchronized methods are implemented by the ACC SYNCHRONIZED Oag
in the constant pool [12]. 1 In particular, the method invocation checks whether the
ACC SYNCHRONIZED Oag of the method is set. In this case, the lock of the object
is implicitly acquired; and will be released when the method returns. Therefore, no
explicit bytecode instruction is used to this purpose.
The statement synchronized (x){S} models partial synchronization, namely those
cases where parts of the method bodies need to be synchronized. Its semantics is to
execute the body S—the critical section—in a mutual exclusive way on the object x,
by acquiring and releasing the lock at the beginning and at the end of the execution.
The sample compilation of synchronized in [12, Section 7.14], is recalled in Fig. 1.
There, the method onlyMe acquires the lock of the argument f, does something on the
1 The constant pool is a run-time representation of classes and interfaces which contains constants and
/eld references that must be solved at run-time.
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public void onlyMe(Foo f) {
synchronized (f)
{ doSomething(); }
}
Method void onlyMe(Foo)
0 aload 1
1 astore 2
2 aload 2
3 monitorenter
4 aload 0
5 invokevirtual doSomething()
8 aload 2
9 monitorexit
10 return
11 aload 2
12 monitorexit
13 athrow
Exception table:
from to target type
4 8 11 any
Fig. 1. The method onlyMe and its sample bytecode of [12, Section 7.14].
self-object, then releases the lock and terminates. The JVM begins its execution in the
state
〈0; ; [0 → o; 1 → foo]; ∅〉;
where the /rst item is the program counter—the initial value is 0; the second item is
the stack—initially the stack is empty; the third item are the local variables—at the
beginning the variable 0 contains the self-object o and 1 contains the actual parameter
foo of type Foo; the last item represents the set of locks owned by the thread—this
set is empty in the initial state. Instructions 0–1 of the bytecode copy the argument
of onlyMe in the variable 2. This allows the object that is going to be locked to be
recorded in a “safe” place. Therefore, we obtain the state
〈2; ; [0 → o; 1 → foo; 2 → foo]; ∅〉:
The next two instructions attempt to acquire the lock of the argument. Instruction 2
copies the value of the variable 2 on the stack; the monitorenter instruction at 3
is executed provided the object on the stack is unlocked. Once the monitorenter
terminates the JVM state becomes
〈2; ; [0 → o; 1 → foo; 2 → foo]; {foo}〉;
where the set of locks is not empty (the thread possesses the lock of the object foo).
Then, the self-object is loaded on the stack, and the control is given to the method
doSomething (instructions 4–5). When doSomething returns, the lock is released: at
8 the reference in the protected variable is copied on the stack, and the monitorexit
at 9 takes this copy to relinquish the lock. In the Sections 4–9 no other thread may
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acquire the lock of foo. These lines correspond to the body of synchronized in the
source code. onlyMe returns at 10.
Lines from 11 to 13 seem out of place, since they do not correspond to any operation
in the source code. These instructions catch exceptions that occur at instructions 4
and 5, as prescribed by the exception table. (Line 8 is not covered by the exception
table, [12, Section 7.12].) They release the lock and re-bounce the exception to the
caller (instruction athrow). Instructions 11–13 are added by compilers because the
JVM speci/cation is very demanding as regards the implementation of synchronized
statements. In [12, Section 3.11.11], we /nd the following statement:
Proper implementation of synchronized blocks requires cooperation from a com-
piler targeting the Java virtual machine. The compiler must ensure that at any
method invocation completion a monitorexit instruction will have been executed
for each monitorenter instruction executed since the method invocation. This
must be the case whether the method invocation completes normally or abruptly. 2
However, while instruction 5 must be covered by the exception table because the
invocation of doSomething may complete abruptly, it is unclear why the exception
table also covers instruction 4, which by no means can rise an exception. In fact, there
are two types of exceptions in the JVM ([12, Section 2.16.1]):
(1) synchronous exceptions, generated by the evaluation of the code;
(2) asynchronous exceptions, generated “asynchronously” with respect to the evalua-
tion of the code. There are two kinds of asynchronous exceptions:
(a) Thread.stop invocation which gives a java.lang.ThreadDeath
Exception. (Thread.stop has been deprecated and will be removed in a
future JDK.)
(b) internal error in the JVM implementation, raising a java.lang.Internal-
Error Exception. It is raised, for instance, in interpreter.c, if the signa-
ture of a constructor is wrong, or in string util.c, if there is no converter
from a C-native string to Java, or vice versa.
Therefore, the exception table covers line 4 in Fig. 1 in case an asynchronous exception
occurs there.
Actually, the scheme described in Fig. 1 is faulty, as it is possible for an asyn-
chronous exception to occur between the aload 2 instruction at 8 and the follow-
ing monitorexit, in which case the monitor may be left in a locked state. (A
similar remark concerns instructions 11 and 12.) As a matter of fact, none of the
present compilers from Sun, IBM, and Microsoft ful/ll the above statement (see
Section 8).
The JVM speci/cation is not so demanding as concerns JVM implementations. In-
deed, JVM implementations may, but this is not required, enforce the following two
rules, guaranteeing structured locking ([12, Section 8.13]). Let t be a thread and ‘ be
2 A method invocation completes “abruptly” when its body causes a JVM-exception that is not handled
within the method.
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a lock. Then:
(1) The numbers of locks and unlocks performed by t on ‘ during a method invocation
must be equal, whether the method invocation completes normally or abruptly.
(2) At no point during a method invocation, the number of unlocks performed by t
on ‘ may exceed the number of locks performed by t on ‘.
Needless to say, a JVM without the structured locking may be exposed to run-time
errors such as IllegalMonitorState exceptions and deadlocks, which are notoriously
hard to diagnose.
In this paper, we integrate the Java Bytecode Veri/er with static checks of structured
locking. This integration is implemented by a type system, in the same style as [17,7].
Our main result states that well-typed programs never violate the structured locking
property.
Since a thread may modify objects which are in common with other threads, we
must carefully check that thread updates of shared data (objects and object locks) do
not invalidate the correctness of threads in parallel. To this aim, our model contains the
heap, a run-time area shared among threads. And typability of a con/guration also takes
into account the type of objects stored into the heap. The other addition to systems in
[17,7] regards locks. To keep track of them, we supplement the type system with
the multiset of object types locked by the thread. The type system veri/es that every
instruction can be properly typed with the right lock information.
Besides synchronized methods and statements, Java oMers other three primitives (li-
brary methods) to control thread execution: wait, notify and notifyAll. We discuss
about waiting and noti/cation in Section 7. The analysis of these primitives is deferred
because it may be easily combined with that of monitorenter and monitorexit
instructions.
3. The syntax of JVMLC
The language JVMLC is a restriction of JVML that includes basic constructs and
instructions for concurrency. In JVMLC , a program is a collection 
 of class declara-
tions:
class C {
super: Thread
fields: F
method run ()
PC
}
where each class is actually a subclass of Thread and only contains the method run.
Fields F are /nite sequences of pairs a , where a∈FID is an identi/er, and  is an inte-
ger INT or an object type ∈T . Bodies PC are /nite sequences of instructions, namely
partial maps from addresses {n1; : : : ; n2} in ADDR, for some n16n2, to instructions.
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JVMLC has the following instructions:
Instruction ::= inc | pop | push0 | load x | store x | if L
| new  | putfield :a  | getfield :a 
| start  | monitorenter | monitorexit
| return
where x ranges over a /nite set of variables VAR, and L ranges over ADDR. Variables
will be represented by positive integers, but we keep separate the sets INT and VAR.
The informal meaning of these instructions is as follows:
• inc increments the content of the stack; pop and push0, respectively, pops and
pushes the integer 0 on the stack; if L pops the top value oM the stack and either
falls through when that value is the integer 0 or jumps to the address L otherwise;
• new  allocates a new object of type , initializes it and puts it on top of the stack;
putfield :a  pops the value on the stack and the underlying object value, and
assigns the former to the /eld a of the latter; getfield :a  pops the object on
the stack and pushes the value in the /eld a;
• start , monitorenter, and monitorexit are the concurrency instructions. The
/rst one creates and starts a new thread for the object on top of the stack. This
operation corresponds to
invokevirtual java/lang/Thread/start()
namely, the standard operation to trigger new threads in the Java bytecode. 3 In this
paper, we let  be one of the classes of the program (namely ∈
); in JVML, 
must be a subclass of Thread. The instructions monitorenter and monitorexit
are the synchronization primitives that lock and unlock the object on top of the
stack;
• return terminates program execution.
The restriction to consider classes as extensions of Thread simpli/es our analysis,
since the method start may be safely invoked inside our programs. For classes with
constructors and initializers we refer to the analysis in [7] and for classes with other
methods see [8]. We assume that initialization is performed at the same time as object
creation by Java default initializers that put 0 in every integer /eld and null in every
object /eld.
In the /rst part of the paper, for simplicity, we do not consider exception handlers.
We discuss in Section 6 the extension dealing with exception handlers.
4. The operational semantics
The bytecode interpreter for JVMLC is de/ned using the same framework as in
[17,7]. We brieOy review the framework before de/ning our concurrent model.
3 Unlike the bytecode, our instruction start carries an argument, which is the type (or the class name)
of the object whose method must be triggered. This is an arti/ce to de/ne the semantics of start: in JVM,
the /rst address of the right method run is found in the heap. Here, we prefer to keep the heap as simple
as possible and, therefore, we derive the address of run from the argument of start (see the operational
semantics in Fig. 2).
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4.1. Notation, types and values
We start with addresses ADDR. We assume that ADDR and positive integers are dif-
ferent, even if we use the constant 1 and the operation + for the former. (Addresses
will be considered integers in the type system of Section 5.) Our programs P are
collections of classes . We write dom[P] for the set of addresses of P, P[i] being
the ith instruction in P, if i∈ dom[P]. We write 1 to identify the /rst instruction of
the method run of the class . We assume that programs P are well-formed: two
successive addresses in dom[P] belong to the same method body and jumps between
diMerent method bodies are not allowed.
Partial maps are used to represent most of our entities (heaps, memory functions,
etc.). If f is a partial map, we let f[x → v] be the updating operation, that gives the
function f where the value of x is v. The symbol  denotes the empty map (the map
unde/ned everywhere).
Types  are TOP, integers INT, object types T and indexed object types Tˆ . Object
types, ranged over by , include all the class names of the program. Indexed object
types, ranged over by ˆ, are de/ned as follows:
Tˆ = {i |  ∈ T and i ∈ ADDR}:
The type i is used for typing variables whose value of type  has been copied at
line i. Namely, all the variables that have the same type i are aliases. Indexed object
types do not occur in the syntax of Section 3.
To conform with previous formalizations of Stata–Abadi and Freund–Mitchell [17,7],
in this paper types are not ordered with a subtyping relation. As a consequence, the
constraints in the type system of Fig. 3, as well as those in [17,7], reject too many
programs. On the contrary, our veri/er prototype [4], relaying on subtypes, uses weaker
constraints. We refer to Section 10 for a thorough discussion of this issue.
We de/ne an indexing operation over types , in order to mark types when variables
are copied. Let i, where i∈ADDR, be the following:
(1) i = , when = INT or =TOP (only copies of references are relevant);
(2) i = i, if =  (the %rst copy of the variable changes the type);
(3) i = ˆ, if = ˆ (successive copies of a variable keep the type of the %rst copy).
We also let Ind and Type be two partial functions from types to ADDR and types,
respectively, de/ned as follows: Ind[i] = i, Ind is unde/ned otherwise; Type[i] = ,
and Type[] =  otherwise.
For every , we assume a countable set of object names, ranged over o; o′; : : : . Let
O be the set of all object names. Values v are integer constants or object names. The
type TOP includes all the values. The values of types  and i, for every i, are the
same. As usual, we write v :  if v is a value of .
Finally, for each type , we de/ne S= [aj : 
j∈J
j ], namely the record of /elds that
are speci/ed in the corresponding class de/nition. We address /elds with the usual dot
notation; therefore, [a : ; aj : 
j∈J
j ]:a : . Record values are records [aj = v
j∈J
j ], where vj
are values.
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P[pc] = inc
P H 〈pc; f; n · s; z〉→ H 〈pc + 1; f; (n + 1) · s; z〉
P[pc] = push0
P H 〈pc; f; s; z〉→ H 〈pc + 1; f; 0 · s; z〉
P[pc] = pop
P H 〈pc; f; v · s; z〉→ H 〈pc + 1; f; s; z〉
P[pc] = if L
P H 〈pc; f; 0 · s; z〉→ H 〈pc + 1; f; s; z〉
P[pc] = if L
n = 0
P H 〈pc; f; n · s; z〉→ H 〈L; f; s; z〉
P[pc] = load x
P H 〈pc; f; s; z〉→ H 〈pc + 1; f; f(x) · s; z〉
P[pc] = store x
P H 〈pc; f; v · s; z〉→ H 〈pc + 1; f[x → v]; s; z〉
P[pc] = new 
o′ =∈ dom[H ]
H ′ =H [o′ → #]
P H 〈pc; f; s; z〉→H ′ 〈pc + 1; f; o′ · s; z〉
P[pc] = putfield :a 
H ′ =H (o):a → v
P H 〈pc; f; v · o · s; z〉→H ′ 〈pc + 1; f; s; z〉
P[pc] = getfield:a 
H (o):a= v
P H 〈pc; f; o · s; z〉→ H 〈pc + 1; f; v · s; z〉
P[pc] = start 
o ∈ dom[H ]
P H 〈pc; f; o · s; z〉→ H 〈pc + 1; f; s; z〉; 〈1; f0[0 → o]; ; ∅〉
P[pc] = monitorenter
H (o):‘=0
H ′ =H (o):‘ → 1
P H 〈pc; f; o · s; z\{o}〉→
H ′ 〈pc + 1; f; s; z ∪ {o}〉
P[pc] = monitorenter
H (o):‘= n (n ¿ 0)
H ′ =H (o):‘ → n + 1
P H 〈pc; f; o · s; z ∪ {o}〉→
H ′ 〈pc + 1; f; s; z ∪ {o}〉
P[pc] = monitorexit
H (o):‘=1
H ′ =H (o):‘ → 0
P H 〈pc; f; o · s; z unionmulti {o}〉→
H ′ 〈pc + 1; f; s; z〉
P[pc] = monitorexit
H (o):‘= n (n ¿ 1)
H ′ =H (o):‘ → n− 1
P H 〈pc; f; o · s; z ∪ {o}〉→
H ′ 〈pc + 1; f; s; z ∪ {o}〉
Fig. 2. The operational semantics of JVMLC .
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4.2. The operational model
Each instruction performs a transformation of machine states, that are con/gurations
H 〈pc1; f1; s1; z1〉; : : : ; 〈pcn; fn; sn; zn〉
with the following meaning:
• H is the heap, namely a partial function whose domain is the set O and whose range
is the set of record values. The special /eld ‘, ‘ =∈FID, represents the lock associated
with the object. (The instructions getfield and putfield cannot read=write on the
locks.) We assume that record values always have a /eld ‘. The notation H (o):a
is used to retrieve the value of the /eld a in H (o); and the notation H (o):a → v is
used to update the /eld a of o to the value v.
• each tuple 〈pci; fi; si; zi〉 is a thread; pci is the address of the instruction to be
executed; fi is a total map from the set VAR of local variables to the set of values;
si is a stack of values; zi is a /nite subset of O and represents the set of objects
locked by the thread.
Let  be the type of the class whose run is invoked. The machine begins its execution
in the state H0〈1; f0[0 → o]; ; ∅〉, where
• H0 = [o → #], where o is the self object of the method run and # is the record
value of type S with /elds initialized to 0 and null, according to they are integers
or objects. The special /eld ‘ is initialized to 0.
• f0 maps the local variables to any values.
The rules that de/ne the operational semantics of JVMLC are shown in Fig. 2. In this
/gure, we let P be a set of class bodies, each class body being identi/ed by a diMerent
set of addresses. Every rule in Fig. 2 actually mentions the components that participate
in the rewriting. Of course the rewriting applies to every con/guration that contains
the components. More explicitly, let Lock[T] be the collection of objects locked by
threads in T, namely Lock[T] =
⋃
〈pc;f; s; z〉∈T z. Then, for every rewriting rule of
Fig. 2, we use the rule:
(CONTEXT)
P H T1 →H ′ T2 (Lock[T1] ∪ Lock[T2]) ∩ Lock[T] = ∅
P H T1;T→H ′ T2;T ;
where T, T1 and T2 are sets of threads. The side-condition (Lock[T1]∪Lock[T2])
∩Lock[T] = ∅ bans moves of con/gurations where two threads lock the same
object.
The /rst eight rules of Fig. 2 are already discussed in [17,7]. Among them, we
brieOy comment the two rules for the if L instruction and the rule for the object
creation. When P[pc] = if L, the virtual machine pops the value on top of the stack
and checks whether it is 0 or not. In the /rst case no branch is performed and the
program counter is updated to pc+1. In the last case, the execution continues from line
L. When P[pc] = new , a fresh object name o′ is taken (o′ =∈ dom[H ]). In practice
this means that a new memory slot is taken from the heap to allocate records of type
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. In addition to the standard semantics of new, our rule also initializes the object o′,
by assigning a default record # to it.
Rules for putfield and getfield, respectively, update and retrieve object /elds stored
in the heap. In case of putfield, the stack is shaped as follows: the value to be stored
is on top of it, and the object name is right below.
The last /ve rules are new and peculiar of our contribution. The rule modelling the
instruction start  creates a new thread of control. The new thread begins into a
state where the /rst instruction of the class  must be executed, and with the variable
0 containing the object on top of the stack. In particular, none of the locks held by
the caller thread are retained by the new thread.
The other rules de/ne the semantics of monitorenter and monitorexit. The two
rules for monitorenter state that a thread can acquire a lock of an object if (1) the
object is unlocked; or (2) it already owns the lock of that object. Observe that we
have suGcient information to establish whether a thread can acquire the lock or wait
for it. In particular, the special /eld ‘ stores the number of times the object has been
locked (by the same thread); whilst the /eld z in the thread collects the set of locks
it owns. When the object o is unlocked, monitorenter sets the lock /eld to 1 and
stores o in the component z of the thread. In this case, the rule is de/ned for con/g-
urations with z such that o =∈ z. Alternatively, when the thread holds the object lock,
monitorenter only increases the lock value. In the two rewriting rules, the argument
of monitorenter is never used.
The rules for monitorexit performs the reverse operations with respect to those of
monitorenter.
The operational semantics of Fig. 2 closely mimicks the behaviour of the JVM.
Other descriptions are also possible, such as turning z into a multiset and eliminating
two rules (one monitorenter and one monitorexit) and the special /eld ‘. However,
the resulting semantics should depart from the real one, and the formal correspondence
should then be established.
We conclude the section with the formal de/nition of erroneus con/gurations we
want to avoid.
De"nition 1. A structured locking failure for a program P is one of the following
con/gurations:
• 〈pc; f; s; z ∪{o}〉 and P[pc] = return (normal completion);
• 〈pc; f; s; z ∪{o}〉 and pc =∈ dom[P] (abrupt completion);
• 〈pc; f; o · s; z〉, P[pc] = 'monitorexit and o =∈ z.
We observe that a structured locking failure raises a java.lang.IllegalMonitor-
StateException, as discussed in the Introduction.
5. The static semantics
Let 
 be the set of classes of our program P in JVMLC and let {P | ∈
} be
the collection of bodies therein. We conclude that the program P is well-typed in
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F = {F | ∈
}, S = {S | ∈
}, and Z = {Z | ∈
}, in notation F; S; Z P, if for
every ∈
:
F; S; Z  P:
The partial maps F; S and Z give the types of local variables, of the stack and of
the set of locks when the program points at a given address. Precisely, these maps
have domain ADDR and codomain de/ned as follows (i∈ADDR):
(1) F[i] is a map from local variables to types at location i;
(2) S[i] is a sequence of types of the operand stack at location i;
(3) Z[i] is a multiset of indexed object types.
We let FTOP be the function that maps 0 to  and all the other variables to TOP. The
application of a partial map G to address i is often abbreviated into Gi.
The rule that proves F; S; Z P is
F[1] = FTOP
S[1] = 
Z[1] = 
∀i ∈ dom[P]: F; S; Z; i  P
F; S; Z  P
The top three premises concern the /rst instruction of the body P. They just say that
a new thread starts with a value in the local variable 0 of type  (see the semantics
of start ); whilst the stack and the set of acquired locks are empty. The lowest
premise checks that every instruction is well-typed. Fig. 3 de/nes the rules for the
judgment F; S; Z; i P (in the /gure we always drop the index ).
To be as compatible as possible with previous proposals, we have arranged premises
of rules in such a way that those in the top conform with the premises of the cor-
responding rules in [17,7]. The new premises mostly concern the function Z . Among
these rules, we discuss IF and STORE.
To type if L at i, one must verify that both the instruction at i + 1 and that at
L can be typed with the same values of F , S and Z . This allows to abstract out of
the branch that will be taken at run-time. Remark that Zi =Zi+1 =ZL means that the
instructions at i, i+ 1 and L lock a same multiset of objects. Said otherwise, it is not
possible to jump outside a critical section (because the multiset ZL should be smaller)
or inside an inner critical section (because ZL should be greater).
The rule STORE veri/es that the type stack at i+1 is the one at i without the topmost
type. This type is recorded into Fi+1[x]. STORE also veri/es that Zi+1 is equal to Zi.
The rules LOAD, START, MONITORENTER, and MONITOREXIT are new, and they deserve
a detailed discussion. We begin with rule START. This rule should verify that  is
actually a subclass of Thread. This check is omitted because  is always in 
, which
by de/nition are subclasses of Thread. As regards the new thread, no static check is
undertaken because it is a run-time entity.
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(INC)
P[i] = inc
Fi = Fi+1
Si = INT · + = Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(PUSH)
P[i] = push0
Fi = Fi+1
INT · Si = Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(POP)
P[i] = pop
Fi = Fi+1
Si =  · Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(IF)
P[i] = if L
Fi = Fi+1
FL=Fi+1
Si = INT · Si+1 = INT · SL
i + 1; L ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1 =ZL
F; S; Z; i P
(LOAD)
P[i] = load x
x ∈ dom[Fi]
Fi[x] = 
Fi[x → i] = Fi+1
i · Si = Si+1
∀ˆ ∈ Si: i = Ind[ˆ]
∀y ∈ dom[Fi]: i = Ind[Fi[y]]
∀ˆ ∈ Zi: i = Ind[ˆ]
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(STORE)
P[i] = store x
x ∈ dom[Fi]
Fi[x → ] = Fi+1
Si =  · Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(NEW)
P[i] = new 
Fi = Fi+1
 · Si = Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(PUTFIELD)
P[i] = putfield :a 
S:a : 
Fi = Fi+1
Si = - · -′ · Si+1
=Type[-]
=Type[-′]
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(GETFIELD)
P[i] = getfield:a 
S:a : 
Fi = Fi+1
Si = - · S ′i
=Type[-]
 · S ′i = Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(RETURN)
P[i] = return
Zi = ∅
F; S; Z; i P
(START)
P[i] = start 
Fi = Fi+1
Si =  · Si+1
=Type[]
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(MONITORENTER)
P[i] = monitorenter
Fi = Fi+1
Si = ˆ · Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi+1 =Zi unionmulti {ˆ}
F; S; Z; i P
(MONITOREXIT)
P[i] = monitorexit
Fi = Fi+1
Si = ˆ · Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
ˆ ∈ Zi
Zi+1 =Zi\{ˆ}
F; S; Z; i P
Fig. 3. The static semantics of JVMLC .
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1 new T
2 store x
3 new T
4 store y
5 load x
6 monitorenter
7 load y
8 monitorexit
Fig. 4. An erroneous code.
Rules LLOAD, MONITORENTER, and MONITOREXIT are discussed all together. We begin
by recalling the corresponding rule LOAD in [17,7], and providing two tentative rules
for MONITORENTER and MONITOREXIT:
(LOAD− [17; 7])
P[i] = load x
x ∈ dom[Fi]
Fi = Fi+1
 · Si = Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
(Zi = Zi+1)
F; S; Z; i  P
(MONITORENTER-ATTP)
P[i] = monitorenter
Fi = Fi+1
Si =  · Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi+1 = Zi unionmulti {}
F; S; Z; i  P
MONITOREXIT-ATTP
P[i] = monitorexit
Fi = Fi+1
Si =  · Si+1
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
 ∈ Zi
Zi+1 = Zi\{}
F; S; Z; i  P
where the lowest premise of LOAD-[17,7] has been written in parentheses because it
misses in [17,7] since they do not deal with locks. Note that, according to LOAD-[17,7],
to verify load x at i, the top element of the type stack Si+1 must be the type of the
variable x. Rules MONITORENTER-ATTP as well as MONITOREXIT-ATTP require that the type
stack have an object type  at the top. According to MONITORENTER-ATTP,  is added
to Zi, which keeps track of the locked objects, as well as the number of times a same
object has been locked. Rule MONITOREXIT-ATTP requires that the object type on top of
Si belongs to the multiset Zi. In this case, this element is removed (which is the static
counterpart of lock release).
However, consider the code in Fig. 4. This code performs a monitorenter and a
corresponding monitorexit on two objects of the same class, but di?erent. The reader
is invited to check that rules LOAD-[17,7], MONITORENTER-ATTP, and MONITOREXIT-ATTP
type correctly the above erroneous code.
At this stage, one could think to assign a diMerent type to objects which are created
by the method, therefore altering the typing rule of new as follows—see [7] for a
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similar rule:
(NEW-ATTP)
P[i] = new 
Fi = Fi+1
̂i · Si = Si+1
∀ˆ′ ∈ Si: i = Ind[ˆ′]
∀y ∈ dom[Fi]: i = Ind[Fi[y]]
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
(∀ˆ′ ∈ Zi: i = Ind[ˆ′])
(Zi = Zi+1)
F; S; Z; i  P
Note that, new objects of type  are tagged with the address of the instruction creating
them. To ensure unicity of the type, we check that the type i does not already occur in
the stack Si—this is the premise ∀ˆ′ ∈ Si: i = Ind[ˆ′], in the local variables Fi—this is
the premise ∀y∈ dom[Fi]: i = Ind[Fi[y]], and in the objects in Zi—this is the premise
∀ˆ′ ∈Zi: i = Ind[ˆ′]. The lowest two premises have been written in parentheses because
they do not appear in [7].
This solution is also Oawed, because the two objects could be arguments of the
method invocation, rather than created in the body. Indeed, consider a method taking
two objects of the same class as arguments. The code
1 load 0
2 monitorenter
3 load 1
4 monitorexit
is clearly wrong because the monitorexit releases an object which has not been
locked. Nevertheless, the typing system with NEW-ATTP, LOAD-[17,7], MONITORENTER-
ATTP, and MONITOREXIT-ATTP do not reject such code.
Note that instruction 1 copies the content of the variable 0 on the stack. Therefore,
at line 2, a monitorenter is performed on this copy. Since we want to enforce a
monitorexit on a copy of the same variable 0, we should trace the copying mecha-
nism in order to reject the above program pattern. To this end, the typing rule of the
load instruction should tag object types, as well. This yields the rule LOAD in Fig. 3.
With respect to rules MONITORENTER-ATTP and MONITOREXIT-ATTP, the rules MONITOR-
ENTER and MONITOREXIT in Fig. 3 also enforce locked objects to have indexed types.
To conclude, we discuss the inutility of the tags introduced by NEW-ATTP. To this
aim, consider rule NEW in Fig. 3, and remark that the code of Fig. 4 is refused by
the typing system of Fig. 3. Indeed, a new object reference needs to be copied before
being locked, because the copy will be used later on to release the object. For instance,
a code as
1 new T
2 monitorenter
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i P[i] Fi[0] Fi[1] Si Zi
1 load 0 Sample TOP  ∅
2 store 1 Sample1 TOP Sample1 ∅
3 load 1 Sample1 Sample1  ∅
4 monitorenter Sample1 Sample1 Sample1 ∅
5 load 0 Sample1 Sample1  {Sample1}
6 push0 Sample1 Sample1 Sample1 {Sample1}
7 putfield Sample:val INT Sample1 Sample1 INT · Sample1 {Sample1}
8 load 1 Sample1 Sample1  {Sample1}
9 monitorexit Sample1 Sample1 Sample1 {Sample1}
10 return Sample1 Sample1  ∅
Fig. 5. A program and its static typing.
is going to fail in any case, regardless of the tag it has, because the reference created
at line 1 has not been saved—i.e. copied somewhere. In JVMLC , the copying operation
may be performed by storing the reference in a local variable, and then loading (thus
copying) the variable on the stack. 4 Therefore, since load is going to introduce tagged
types, it suGces to rely on these tags to check the structured locking property.
5.1. Sample programs and their typings
To illustrate merits and demerits of our type system we show the typing for sample
programs.
In Fig. 5 we analyse a bytecode similar to the body of the method onlyMe in Fig. 1.
They diMer for two reasons: (1) there is no reference stored in the variable 1; (2) the
invocation to doSomething has been replaced by an updating of the /eld val of the
object stored in the variable 0.
In Fig. 5, we have speci/ed the value of F for the variables 0 and 1, since the
other variables are always mapped to TOP. The rightmost column de/nes the value of
the function Z . Observe that Z is not empty in the critical section only (instructions
from 5 to 9) and, therein, Z keeps the type of variable 1, to forbid possible updates.
Remark that Z10 = ∅, this enforces the property that objects locked by the method have
been properly unlocked on exiting.
Next, consider the following method m, which takes two objects x and y, and a
boolean z. It locks x or y, according to z is true or false, respectively.
public void m(Object x, Object y, boolean z) {
Object w ;
if (z) w = x; else w = y;
synchronized(w) { };
}
4 In JVML there is further operation making copies: dup. We discuss this instruction in Section 10.
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i P[i] Fi[1] Fi[2] Fi[3] Fi[4] Si Zi
1 load 2 Object Object boolean TOP  ∅
2 if 6 Object Object boolean TOP boolean ∅
3 load 0 Object Object boolean TOP  ∅
4 store 3 Object3 Object boolean TOP Object3 ∅
5 goto 8 Object3 Object boolean Object3  ∅
6 load 1 Object Object boolean TOP  ∅
7 store 3 Object Object6 boolean TOP Object6 ∅
8 load 3
9 monitorenter
10 load 3
11 monitorexit
12 return
Fig. 6. A type system failure.
In Fig. 6, we illustrate the bytecode, together with a partial type assignment to the
instructions (we use boolean types and the goto L instruction, which corresponds to
push0 ; inc ; if L). We omit Fi[0] because it is always equal to Object. The type
assignment stops at line 8 because, at this line, the two branches of the conditional
have mismatching types in F8[1], F8[2], and F8[4]. Nevertheless, there is a standard
solution to such kind of failures, which relies on subtypes. We discuss in detail this
issue in Section 10.
The type system of Fig. 3 does not type those bytecodes which enter two nested
critical sections by using the same monitorenter instruction. This bytecode, together
with a partial type assignment, is illustrated in Fig. 7. In this case, the failure is due
to the mismatch between types at line 3, which marks the monitorenter with the
type of the variable 0, and line 8, which attempts to mark the monitorenter with
the type of the variable 1. We notice that considering erroneous such a bytecode is
not a big deal, since it has no counterpart in the Java programming language. Indeed,
the bytecode of Fig. 7 should correspond to entering a synchronized statement and,
within its body, jumping to the same synchronized statement. Nevertheless, a bytecode
as in Fig. 7 may outcome from optimizations of just-in-time compilers. We discuss
this issue in Section 9.
Another bytecode which is considered erroneous is one that
(1) creates an alias with a type having the index of a locked object—therefore using
the same load instruction;
(2) locks the alias created in (1).
In this case the (indexed) types of two diMerent objects become equal, and the type
system could no more guarantee the releasing of the right lock on exiting the critical
section. Such bytecodes have no counterpart in Java, too, because they require that
nested synchronizations are performed with the same synchronized statement of outer
ones.
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i P[i] Fi[0] Fi[1] Si Zi
1 push0 Object Object  ∅
2 load 0 Object Object INT ∅
3 monitorenter Object2 Object Object2 · INT ∅
4 if 9 Object2 Object INT {Object2}
5 push 0 Object2 Object  {Object2}
6 inc Object2 Object INT {Object2}
7 load 1 Object2 Object INT {Object2}
8 goto 3 Object2 Object7 Object7 · INT {Object2}
9 load 1
10 monitorexit
11 load 0
12 monitorexit
13 return
Fig. 7. An erroneous bytecode.
5.2. The soundness property
Our result is the following soundness property:
Theorem 2. For all P; F; S and Z such that F; S; Z P, and for all classes  in P, if
PH0 〈1; f0[o → #]; ; ∅〉→∗ H T and no exception has occurred during the com-
putation, then T does not contain a structured locking failure.
We do not prove this theorem because it is a consequence of Theorem 3, in the
next section. The technique is standard. Firstly, the notion of well-typing is extended
to con/gurations. Then, one proves that the typing is an invariant of the operational
semantics (subject reduction). Finally, it is shown that well-typed con/gurations have
no structured locking failure.
6. Exceptions and exception handlers
When an exception occurs during the execution of a program, the JVM removes from
the stack all the elements except the topmost one (the exception object), and looks for
an handler in the corresponding exception table. The exception table is a sequence of
tuples (from; to; target; type), where the /rst three components are addresses and
the last one is the type of the exception. So, if the exception occurred at j, the JVM
looks for the /rst tuple (i; i′; i′′; type) in the exception table such that i6j¡i′ and
the type of the exception matches type. (To be remarked: the clause is inclusive
on the “from” end and is exclusive on the “to” end—see [12, Section 7.12]). If a
tuple (i; i′; i′′; type) is found, the control is given to the instruction at i′′; otherwise
the exception is rethrown to the caller. If no handler is found for that exception, the
program terminates (in an abrupt way).
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The exception table may not meet the structured locking property in Section 2.
Indeed, this property requires that critical sections have a corresponding exception
handler, which releases every lock before returning, or when the exception is rethrown
to the caller (these are the cases of normal and abrupt completion in De/nition 1).
Therefore, the veri/er of Fig. 3 must be extended with suitable checks, as detailed
below.
We begin with augmenting the set of object types T with the type THROWABLE of
exceptions and, for simplicity, we assume that exceptions have only type THROWABLE.
In the operational semantics, exception tables E are represented by total functions from
dom[P] to ADDR, rather than sequences of tuples. When E[pc] = k and an exception
occurs at pc, the control transfers to k. Abrupt completions are modelled by choosing
k such that k =∈ dom[P].
Programs P are now collections of method bodies of the form (P;E), where E
is the exception table, with the constraint that if E[pc] = k and k ∈ dom[P] then
k ∈ dom[P] (exception handlers are part of the method body).
As discussed in Section 2, there are two types of exceptions: synchronous and asyn-
chronous. To explicitly model synchronous exceptions, we extend the language JVMLC
with the instruction athrow. Let JVMLeC be the following extension of JVMLC :
Instruction ::= · · · (as in Section 3)
| athrow
The instruction athrow gives the control to the exception handler, once the stack is
emptied, except for the topmost object. If no exception handler exists, the method
completes abruptly. Asynchronous exceptions are not modelled by explicit instructions.
Rather, they will be simulated in the operational semantics by a suitable (nondetermin-
istic) rule.
6.1. The operational semantics
The operational semantics of synchronous and asynchronous exceptions are de/ned
in Fig. 8. The rule on the right simulates asynchronous exceptions, that can occur
at any moment. It says that any con/guration 〈pc; f; s; z〉 may depart from the stan-
dard behaviour described in Figs. 2 and 8(left)—because an asynchronous exception
has occurred, and branches to its own exception handler, with a stack containing a
fresh object of type THROWABLE. Of course, this rule has no counterpart in the JVM
implementations.
6.2. The static semantics
We begin by re/ning the notion of well-typed program (see also [8] for a similar
development). Let 
 be the set of classes of the program P and let {(P;E) | ∈
}
be the collection of bodies therein. The program P is well-typed in F = {F | ∈
},
S = {S | ∈
}, and Z = {Z | ∈
}, in notation F; S; Z P, if for every ∈
:
F; S; Z  P
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P[pc] = athrow
E[pc] = k
PH 〈pc; f; o · s; z〉→ H 〈k; f; o; z〉
o =∈ dom[H ]
H ′=H [o → #THROWABLE]
E[pc] = k
PH 〈pc; f; s; z〉→H ′〈k; f; o; z〉
Fig. 8. The operational semantics of synchronous and asynchronous exceptions.
(EXC-HANDLER)
k ∈ dom[P] ⇒


Sk =THROWABLE
∀x: Fk [x]∈{Fi[x]; TOP}
Zi =Zk
Zi = ∅ ⇒ k ∈ dom[P]
F; S; Z  (i; k) handles P
(ATHROW)
P[i] = athrow
Si =THROWABLE · S ′
F; S; Z; i P
Fig. 9. The static semantics of exceptions.
and for every (i; k)∈E,
F; S; Z  (i; k) handles P:
This last judgment is de/ned by the rule EXC-HANDLER in Fig. 9 (superscripts  have
been omitted). Rule EXC-HANDLER constraints the type of the /rst instruction of ex-
ception handlers, when they belong to dom[P]. In particular, when (i; k)∈E, types of
variables at k may be TOP or the same as the corresponding variable in Fi. Also, we
impose the constraint Zi =Zk .
Rule EXC-HANDLER is more restrictive with respect to rule (wt handler) in [8]. The
reason is twofold. Firstly, we have a rudimentary form of subtyping polymorphism,
namely TOP is the type of every value. In the exception handler, local variables may
be given type TOP, rather than a suitable super-type. Secondly, we enforce the presence
of exception handlers for instructions in critical sections.
Fig. 9 also de/nes the rule for the static correctness of athrow. Rule ATHROW checks
that the object on top of the stack is of type THROWABLE. The check for the existence
of an handler when athrow occurs inside a critical section is demanded to the rule
EXC-HANDLER.
6.3. A program and its typing
To illustrate our extensions, we supplement the sample bytecode in Fig. 5 with an
exception handler. The resulting program and its typing is shown in Fig. 10. With
respect to the program in Fig. 5, there are three more lines (11, 12, and 13) and
an exception table. The lines 11, 12, and 13 de/ne the exception handler in case
an (asynchronous) exception occurs at lines [5::10[ (see the /rst line of the exception
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i P[i] Fi[0] Fi[1] Si Zi
1 load 0 Sample TOP  ∅
2 store 1 Sample1 TOP Sample1 ∅
3 load 1 Sample1 Sample1  ∅
4 monitorenter Sample1 Sample1 Sample1 ∅
5 load 0 Sample1 Sample1  {Sample1}
6 push0 Sample1 Sample1 Sample1 {Sample1}
7 putfield Sample:val INT Sample1 Sample1 INT · Sample1 {Sample1}
8 load 1 Sample1 Sample1  {Sample1}
9 monitorexit Sample1 Sample1 Sample1 {Sample1}
10 return Sample1 Sample1  ∅
11 load 1 TOP Sample1 THROWABLE {Sample1}
12 monitorexit TOP Sample1 Sample1 · THROWABLE {Sample1}
13 athrow TOP Sample1 THROWABLE ∅
Exception table
from to target type
5 10 11 throwable
11 13 11 throwable
Fig. 10. A program and its static typing.
table). In this case, the variable 1, storing the lock, is loaded on the stack (line 11), the
lock is released (line 12), and the exception is thrown to the caller (line 13). We remark
that rule EXC-HANDLER holds for instruction in [5::10[. However, according to this rule,
every instruction i with a not empty Zi should have a suitable exception handler. In
particular, also instructions at lines 11 and 12. The second entry in the exception
table catches exactly exceptions occurring at these lines. So, for instance, in case a
(second, asynchronous) exception occurs at line 11, the lock must still be released
before completing. This amounts to performing the same sequence of operations as we
were at lines [5::10[. For this reason the handlers of lines [11::13[ and [5::10[ are the
same (the handler is self-protecting: see Section 8).
6.4. The soundness property
We may conclude with the main soundness property, which generalizes Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. For all P; F; S and Z such that F; S; Z P, and for all classes  in P,
if PH0 〈1; f0[o → #]; ”; ∅〉→∗ H T then T does not contain a structured locking
failure.
Theorem 3 guarantees the structured locking property for well-typed programs, even
in presence of exceptions. The proof is found in Appendix A.
7. The synchronization primitives
For completeness, in this section we discuss the extension of JVMLeC and its type
system with the three Java primitives to control thread execution: wait, notify and
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notifyAll. This extension is almost straightforward as concerns the type system be-
cause the JVM considers synchronization primitives as standard method invocations.
Therefore, this section may be safely skipped in a /rst reading.
Let JVMLsC be the language whose set of instruction is:
Instruction ::= · · · (as in Sections 3 and 6)
| wait | notify | notifyAll
The methods wait, notify and notifyAll are %nal in Java (their code cannot be
modi/ed) and they shorten the following invocations in the bytecode: 5
invokevirtual java/lang/Object/wait()
invokevirtual java/lang/Object/notify()
invokevirtual java/lang/Object/notifyAll()
The execution of wait, notify and notifyAll succeed for threads that already hold
the lock of the object o on the stack. In this case, the wait instruction moves its own
thread to the wait set of the object o and the object is relinquished by performing as
many unlock operations as the integer stored in the lock /eld of o. The instructions
notify and notifyAll, respectively, wake up one thread and all the threads in the
wait set of o. These threads are re-enabled for thread scheduling, which means compet-
ing for acquiring the lock of o. The winner will lock the object o as many unmatched
monitorenter it did on o before the wait-operation.
7.1. The operational semantics
To model the new operators we extend the con/gurations as follows:
H T;W;
whereW is a collection of indexed sets Wo, called wait sets. The set Wo, if not empty,
contains indexed threads 〈pc; f; s; z〉n, where n is a positive integer, representing the
number of unmatched monitorenter instructions the thread 〈pc; f; s; z〉 did before
waiting. We denote the set Wo with {〈pck ; fk ; sk ; zk〉nk | k ∈K}o, with ∅o when it is
empty (in this case we usually omit the wait set).
The semantics of the synchronizing primitives is de/ned in Fig. 11. Note that there
are two rules for notify: one when the wait set is not empty and the other when it
is empty. In the latter case no noti/cation is done. The last rule of Fig. 11 deals with
noti/ed threads 〈pc; f; o · s; z〉n. Remark also that the woken-up thread can continue
when the object on top of the stack is unlocked. In this case, the index n is used to
set the lock /eld.
To complete the operational semantics, it remains to generalize rule CONTEXT to
deal with wait sets. Let W and W′ be two collections of wait sets, and let dom[W]
5 Because wait, notify and notifyAll are %nal, they can be safely considered as bytecode instructions.
This is not the case for start, which is not /nal and, therefore, can be modi/ed by the code. For this reason
we let start be the invocation of the start method of the class Thread.
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P[pc] = wait
H (o):‘= n (n ¿ 0)
H ′ =H (o):‘ → 0
P H 〈pc; f; o · s; z ∪ {o}〉;Wo→ H ′ ;Wo unionmulti 〈pc; f; s; z ∪ {o}〉n
P[pc] = notify
H (o):‘= n (n ¿ 0)
P H 〈pc; f; o · s; z ∪ {o}〉;Wo unionmulti {〈pc′; f′; s′; z′〉n}→
H 〈pc + 1; f; s; z ∪ {o}〉; 〈pc′; f′; s′; z′〉n ; Wo
P[pc] = notify
H (o):‘= n (n ¿ 0)
PH 〈pc; f; o · s; z ∪ {o}〉 ; ∅o→H 〈pc + 1; f; s; z ∪ {o}〉 ; ∅o
P[pc] = notifyAll
H (o):‘= n (n ¿ 0)
Wo = {〈pck ; fk ; sk ; zk〉nk | k ∈K}o
PH 〈pc; f; o · s; z ∪ {o}〉 ; Wo→H 〈pc + 1; f; s; z ∪ {o}〉; (〈pck ; fk ; sk ; zk〉nk )k ∈ K ; ∅o
H (o):‘=0
H ′ =H (o):‘ → n
P H 〈pc; f; o · s; z〉n→H ′ 〈pc + 1; f; s; z〉
Fig. 11. The operational semantics of JVMLsC .
be the set of indexes of wait sets in W. When dom[W]∩ dom[W′] = ∅, we de/ne
(T;W) + (T′;W′) to be T;T′;W;W′. Therefore, the new context rule becomes:
(CONTEXT)
P H T1;W1 →H ′ T2;W2 (dom[W1] ∪ dom[W2]) ∩ dom[W] = ∅
P H (T1;W1) + (T;W)→H ′ (T2;W2) + (T;W) :
7.2. The static semantics
As for method invocations, the Java-compiler only veri/es that wait, notify and
notifyAll are invoked with stacks containing the right argument types (in this case,
reference objects). The extension of the analyser in Fig. 3 with inference rules for
wait, notify and notifyAll is illustrated in Fig. 12.
Remark that the type system of Fig. 12 does not enforce any check that meth-
ods invoking a synchronizing primitive actually own the lock. In other words, the
Theorem 3 is false for this extension because, in Java, the instructions wait, notify
or notifyAll may well occur inside not synchronized statements (or methods). For
example, consider a method with a wait instruction that will wait on the lock owned
by the caller. If no lock is owned by the caller, an IllegalMonitorStateException
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(WAIT)
P[i] = wait
Fi =Fi+1
Si =  · Si+1
i + 1∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(NOTIFY)
P[i] = notify
Fi =Fi+1
Si =  · Si+1
i + 1∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(NOTIFYALL)
P[i] = notifyAll
Fi =Fi+1
Si =  · Si+1
i + 1∈ dom[P]
Zi =Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
Fig. 12. The static semantics of wait, notify and notifyAll.
will be raised at run-time. To ban these kind of errors, one should check that every
invocation of the synchronization primitives falls inside a critical section, that should
de/nitely tangle our type system.
8. Compilation of synchronized in current Java compilers
We now analyse the outputs of four Java compilers: the Sun JDK 1.2 and 1.3, the
IBM Jikes and Microsoft Visual J++. As speci/ed in [12] these compilers should
conform to the commitment in Section 2. However, all of them de/nitely fail this
goal.
We consider the method onlyMe in Fig. 1. Fig. 13 illustrates the outputs of JDK
1.2 and 1.3. The output of JDK 1.2 is almost the same as the bytecode compiling the
onlyMe method in Fig. 1 (that is taken from [12, Section 7.14]): the diMerences are
not meaningful for the following discussion.
JDK 1.2 and JDK 1.3 are correct in case of synchronous exceptions; they are faulty in
the presence of asynchronous exceptions. In particular, in JDK 1.2, if an asynchronous
exception occurs at 8–9 (or at 13–14), the monitor may be left in a locked state because
the exception table does not protect these lines. To remedy to this problem, JDK 1.3
has a diMerent output: the block protected by the exception handler is widened from
4 to 13 (and the exception handler begins at 13 itself). Therefore, if an exception is
raised at 10, the lock of the object released at line 9 will be released a second time at
line 14, thus causing an exception IllegalMonitorStateException.
The IBM Jikes 1.11 compiler follows the same pattern of JDK 1.3, therefore it shares
the same criticisms with JDK 1.3.
Fig. 14 shows the output of the compilation of onlyMe by the Microsoft Visual
J++ compiler. Apart the use of subroutines for lock releases, we observe that the
exception handler leaves lines 9; 17; 18, and 19 unprotected. Therefore, also in this
case, the method invocation may complete abruptly, without having released the lock
before.
The common problem in the bytecodes of Figs. 13 and 14 is the management of
asynchronous exceptions raised when the interpreter is running the code of the excep-
tion handler. In Fig. 13, for example, if the exception occurs at line 14 of the two
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Method void onlyMe(Foo)
0 aload 1
1 astore 2
2 aload 2
3 monitorenter
4 aload 0
5 invokevirtual doSomething()
8 aload 2
9 monitorexit
10 goto 16
13 aload 2
14 monitorexit
15 athrow
16 return
Exception table:
from to target type
4 8 13 any
Method void onlyMe(Foo)
0 aload 1
1 astore 2
2 aload 2
3 monitorenter
4 aload 0
5 invokevirtual doSomething()
8 aload 2
9 monitorexit
10 goto 18
13 astore 3
14 aload 2
15 monitorexit
16 aload 3
17 athrow
18 return
Exception table:
from to target type
4 13 13 any
JDK 1.2 JDK 1.3
Fig. 13. Compilations of the synchronized statement by Sun’s JDK 1.2 and JDK 1.3.
bytecodes, the Oow of the computation is deviated to the caller, thus preventing any
release of the lock.
Next, we illustrate what should be correct solution. Consider the JDK 1.3 bytecode,
and replace the exception table with:
Exception table:
from to target type
4 10 13 any
13 16 13 any
According to this table, the protected block of the critical section goes, correctly, from
4 to 9. In fact, these are the instructions where the lock acquired at line 3 is held. In
addition, there is a further entry which guarantees a “self-protection” for the exception
handler itself: if an exception is raised while the exception handler is running and the
handler has still not released the lock then the exception must be managed by the
same handler. In our case, if an exception is raised from 13 to 15, the old exception
is discarded and the new exception is handled in the usual way at line 13.
This solution seems at odd with Sun’s compilers, which generate code without “self-
protecting” exception handlers [12, Section 4.9.5]. Nevertheless, very recently Sun has
released the new JDK 1.4, where the compiler uses “self-protecting” exception han-
dlers to cope with the above mentioned bugs. We have tested JDK 1.4 with a set
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Method void onlyMe(Foo)
0 aload 1
1 dup
2 astore 2
3 monitorenter
4 aload 0
5 invokevirtual doSomething()
9 jsr 17
11 goto 22
14 aload 2
15 monitorexit
16 athrow
17 astore 3
18 aload 2
19 monitorexit
20 ret 3
22 return
Exception table:
from to target type
4 9 14 any
Fig. 14. Compilation of the synchronized statement by Microsoft Java++.
of sample programs and the bytecodes correctly conform with the structured locking
property discussed in this paper. However, a detailed analysis of JDK 1.4 has still not
undertaken.
9. Compelling the structured locking property
Since outputs of present compilers do not meet the structured locking property (with
the exception of Sun JDK 1.4), here we provide few recipes which ensure correct
bytecodes. We remark that correct bytecodes may still rise an IllegalMonitorState-
Exception, because optimizations performed by just-in-time compilers may compro-
mise the structural locking property. We discuss this issue in Section 9.3.
9.1. Avoiding synchronizing statements
The problems addressed in this paper are due to monitorenter=monitorexit
blocks, which compile synchronized statements in Java programs. In particular, a Java
program without synchronized statements does conform with our type system. We dis-
cuss below a technique for removing synchronized statements from a Java program.
This technique cannot be applied when the body of the synchronized statement ac-
cesses private methods or /elds of the class. In these cases, in order to conform with
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the structured locking property, the programmer should patch the Java bytecode itself,
as discussed in the next section.
The details of the technique are the following ones:
(1) Let synchronized(x){ S } belong to a method m of the class A, and x be an
object of the class B. For simplicity, we assume the global variables in S are
exactly this and x, and the dot-notation is always used to access to /elds and
methods. The general case is discussed in item (4).
(2) Replace the statement synchronized(x){ S } in m with the statement x.m aux
(this, x), where m aux is a fresh name in A.
(3) In the class B, add a new synchronized method as follows:
public synchronized void m aux(A y, B x) {
S’
}
where m aux and y are fresh names, and S’ is the statement S with every occur-
rence of this replaced by y.
(4) If S accesses global variables diMerent from this and x, there are two subcases:
(a) the global variables are references. In this case, let x1; : : : ; xn be the global
variables, and T1; : : : ; Tn be their corresponding types. It suGces to change the
header of m aux into
public synchronized void m aux(A y, B x, T1 x1; · · · ; Tn xn)
and the invocation into x.m aux(this, x, x1; : : : ; xn).
(b) a subset of global variables are primitive data types, which are local in m.
In this case, (i) all the primitive data types must be collected in a new class,
let it be C; (ii) an object of the new class, say u, must be created before the
invocation to m aux in m; (iii) u must be initialized with the corresponding
values of the primitive data and it is passed as actual parameter to m aux; (iv)
m aux is turned into a function which returns values of type C; (v) in m, after
the invocation of m aux, the returned value is assigned to u, and hence to
the variables whose types are prede/ned. All these steps are almost standard,
thus they do not require further details.
As an example, we consider the method onlyMe in Fig. 1. The output of the conversion
discussed above is
// let T be the class of onlyMe
public void onlyMe(Foo f) {
f.onlyMe aux(this, f) ;
}
// in the class Foo add onlyMe aux
public void synchronized onlyMe aux(T x, Foo f) {
{ x.doSomething(); }
}
The drawback of this solution is that the code could be fragmented into several small
methods, without no apparent rationale, and thus hindering the understanding of the
whole program.
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9.2. Patching bytecodes
In alternative to modify the source Java code, one may change the bytecode. As
discussed in Section 8, these changes only concern the exception tables. Precisely, for
every method containing a synchronized statement:
(1) Identify the pair monitorenter=monitorexit which correspond to the synchro-
nized statement, and let i and j be the addresses of monitorenter and monitor-
exit, respectively.
(2) Change the entry i+1 u v T of the exception table into i+1 j+1 v T.
We observe that in bytecodes discussed in Section 8 there is exactly one entry
with i+1 in the /eld “From”.
(3) Add a new entry v k v T in the exception table. The value k depends on
the compiler which has been used. If the compiler is Sun JDK 1.2 or Microsoft
Java++, then k is v+2; if the compiler is Sun JDK 1.3 then k is v+3.
Identifying the pair monitorenter=monitorexit which correspond to the synchro-
nized statement may be diGcult. In particular, when synchronized statements are nested.
This is the danger of this solution: if the identi/ed pair is not the right one, the patched
bytecode is still erroneous.
9.3. What optimizers should not do
Java bytecodes are converted by just-in-time compilers into object codes, which are
then executed. The just-in-time compilers usually perform code optimizations which
shorten the code or minimize the resources that are used (such as local variables). It
turns out that these optimizations may compromise the structured locking property.
As a /rst example consider optimizations that factorize out the monitorenter code
or the monitorexit one, as shown in Fig. 7, possibly by means of subroutines (see
Fig. 14).
As a second example take a method which has two diMerent critical sections, which
lock diMerent objects, but with a same body. Then, an optimization could factorize out
these bodies into a subroutine, and replace them with a jsr instruction. This optimiza-
tion is wrong because, if an asynchronous exception occurs while the subroutine is
executed, the exception handler cannot determine which lock must be released.
There is a simple general solution to certify optimizer correctness with respect to
the structured locking property. It suGces to run the veri/er of Figs. 3, 9, and 12
on the transformed code. If this code is well-typed, Theorem 3 guarantees that no
IllegalMonitorStateException will be raised at run-time. Alternatively, one may
demonstrate that optimization patterns preserve the structured locking property. This
demonstration avoids to run our veri/er each time the code is optimized.
10. The prototype veri"er with structured locking checks
Our veri/er prototype [4] extends the bytecode veri/er in Java 2 SDK 1.3 with
structured locking checks, as detailed in this paper. It is written in Java, using the
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BCEL library (bcel.sourceforge.net), a high-level tool for analysing, creating, and
manipulating (binary) Java class /les.
The prototype also extends the veri/er of Figs. 3, 9, and 12 in several ways.
10.1. First extension: a larger set of instructions
The set of instructions which are veri/ed is extended with arithmetic and relational
operations, subclasses, method invocations, and other primitive instructions of JVML.
This richer set of instructions has allowed us to typecheck a large class of Java pro-
grams. The typing rules of these instructions are standard, except those of the operations
dup and new.
As regards dup, it copies the top of the stack and puts the result on the stack. These
copies must traced statically, in case the two items are used for acquiring and releasing
a same object. This means that remarks similar to load apply to dup, too. The typing
rule for this instruction is therefore the following:
(DUP)
P[i] = dup
Fi = Fi+1
Si =  · S ′
Si+1 = i · i · S ′
∀ˆ ∈ Si:i = Ind[ˆ]
∀y ∈ dom[Fi]:i = Ind[Fi[y]]
∀ˆ ∈ Zi:i = Ind[ˆ]
i + 1 ∈ dom[P]
Zi = Zi+1
F; S; Z; i  P
The type rule for the instruction new of the prototype is diMerent from that in Fig. 3.
Indeed, in this paper we over-simpli/ed the semantics of new, by assuming that object
creation and initialization occur at the same time (see Section 3). In the JVML, these
two operations are diMerent, and it may happen that an object is created, a number of
copies are created, and one of them is initialized. After the initialization of one copy,
every copy may be used. To guarantee that objects are only used after the initialization,
Freund and Mitchell have de/ned a veri/er in [7], which:
(1) gives a tagged type to the created object,
(2) enforces the copying operation to preserve the tagged type,
(3) makes the initialization operation erase the tag from every type in the stack and
in the local variables,
(4) constraints the “object usage instructions” to apply to untagged types only.
There are several analogies between this mechanism and the one developed in the
present paper. Indeed the machineries which are used are quite similar. Nevertheless,
there is a deep diMerence, that we discuss brieOy.
In this paper, the copying operation must be traced in order to accept those pro-
grams that perform a monitorenter on a lock and a monitorexit on a copy of that
lock. However, the present type system has no operation which corresponds to that
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labelled “3” above. Namely there is no way to destroy the tag of object types, except
when erasing the content of a variable or of a stack item. Indeed the operation “3” is
conceptually erroneous in the system of Fig. 3, since copies may be used several times
to lock and unlock objects.
In order to merge Freund–Mitchell’s type analysis with our one, we could uses
object types with two tags: one for object initialization and the other for structured use
of locks. Actually, the prototype uses an optimization proposed by Gaetano Bigliardi
with types UNINIT -Ti. The initialization operation just removes the pre/x “UNINIT”
from types, and the instructions which use objects apply to types without the pre/x
“UNINIT”. We are con/dent of the correctness of this solution, even if it has not
been proved, yet.
10.2. Second extension: a more reasonable veri%er
The veri/er in this paper, as well as those in [17,7], rejects codes which, reasonably,
the Java bytecode veri/er accepts. An example appears in Fig. 6, where it was not
possible to type a bytecode which locks one variable or another, according to the
value of a boolean. In that case, it was not possible to type the join of two branches
of a conditional because of a mismatch in the types of the local variables. As we
anticipated, there is a standard solution to this problem, which is also used in the
bytecode veri/er and in our prototype. This solution relies on subtypes and relaxes the
equality constraint of types of successor instructions in Figs. 3, 9, and 12. We brieOy
outline this solution.
Types are equipped with a binary relation ¡: which is the reOexive and transitive
closure of the following pairs:
i ¡:  (∀i)  ¡: TOP INT ¡: TOP
The relation ¡: is extended to functions F[i] and stacks S[i] as follows. Let f¡: g,
if f and g have the same domain and, for every x, f(x)¡: g(x). Let also s¡: s′, if
s= 1 · · · n, s′= ′1 · · · ′n (s and s′ have the same length), and, for every i, i ¡: ′i .
Equalities in the typing rules are therefore relaxed, in favour of the relation ¡:. In
Fig. 15 we rewrite a subset of rules in Fig. 3 which is useful to typecheck the bytecode
in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 16, we illustrate the types of the bytecode in Fig. 6 (as usual, the instruction
goto L corresponds to the sequence push0 ; inc ; if L).
We observe that the type of variables F8[0], F8[1], and F8[3] is Object, which is
an upper bound of the type Object3 (obtained when the execution comes from line
5) and Object6 (obtained when the execution comes from line 7).
We conclude with two remarks. Firstly, the technicalities of this paper are not altered
in a sensible way by relaxing the equalities in the typing rules. In particular, the content
of Appendix A holds as it is for these weakened typing rules. To this aim, remark that
if s; s′ are sequences of types with s¡: s′, and i =∈ Ind[s] then i =∈ Ind[s′], too. Similarly
for functions from local variables to types.
Second, the veri/er [4], as well as the Java bytecode veri/er, uses a data Oow
analysis: when the type inference algorithm reaches a same instruction twice, it attempts
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(IF) P[i] = if L
Fi ¡: Fi+1
FL =Fi+1
Si ¡: INT · Si+1 = INT · SL
i + 1; L∈ dom[P]
Zi = Zi+1 = ZL
F; S; Z; i P
(LOAD) P[i] = load x
x∈ dom[Fi]
Fi[x] = 
Fi[x → i] ¡: Fi+1
i · Si ¡: Si+1
∀ˆ∈ Si: i = Ind[ˆ]
∀y∈ dom[Fi]: i = Ind[Fi[y]]
∀ˆ∈ Zi: i = Ind[ˆ]
i + 1∈ dom[P]
Zi = Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(STORE)
P[i] = store x
x∈ dom[Fi]
Fi[x → ] ¡: Fi+1
Si ¡:  · Si+1
i + 1∈ dom[P]
Zi = Zi+1
F; S; Z; i P
(MONITORENTER)
P[i] = monitorenter
Fi ¡: Fi+1
Si ¡: ˆ · Si+1
i + 1∈ dom[P]
Zi+1 = Zi unionmulti {ˆ}
F; S; Z; i P
(MONITOREXIT)
P[i] = monitorexit
Fi ¡: Fi+1
Si ¡: ˆ · Si+1
i + 1∈ dom[P]
ˆ∈ Zi
Zi+1 = Zi\{ˆ}
F; S; Z; i P
Fig. 15. A sample of rules in Fig. 3 with the subtyping relation.
i P[i] Fi[0] Fi[1] Fi[2] Fi[3] Si Zi
1 load 2 Object Object boolean TOP ” ∅
2 if 6 Object Object boolean TOP boolean ∅
3 load 0 Object Object boolean TOP ” ∅
4 store 3 Object3 Object boolean TOP Object3 ∅
5 goto 8 Object3 Object boolean Object3 ” ∅
6 load 1 Object Object boolean TOP ” ∅
7 store 3 Object Object6 boolean TOP Object6 ∅
8 load 3 Object Object boolean Object ” ∅
9 monitorenter Object Object boolean Object8 Object8 ∅
10 load 3 Object Object boolean Object8 ” {Object8}
11 monitorexit Object Object boolean Object8 Object8 {Object8}
12 return Object Object boolean Object8 ” ∅
Fig. 16. The static typing of the program in Fig. 6.
to /nd a super type for the mappings F , S and Z . This may require several scannings
of the code. On the contrary, as usual, the type inference algorithm underlining the
system of this paper scans the code exactly once.
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10.3. Third extension: no analysis of dead code
Our veri/er avoids to analyse dead codes. Therefore it is less demanding than the
static semantics of this paper, but it complies with the Java bytecode veri/er.
11. Related works and concluding remarks
As already remarked, our work is strongly based on the framework developed in a
series of papers by Stata–Abadi [17] and Freund–Mitchell [7,8,9], with the admitted aim
of covering most of the static analysis problems of JVML. Other approaches to bytecode
veri/cation, that do not cover concurrency issues, are based on data Oow analysis
[10], typed assembly languages [14], the Haskell type checker [19], and abstract state
machines [5].
As regards the bytecode, a detailed semantics can be found in Bertelsen’s works
[2]. However Bertelsen does not address the semantics of multithreading, as well as
that of monitorenter and monitorexit (in his work these instructions have been
regarded with the same semantics of pop). Another formal semantics of a sublanguage
of JVML has been independently de/ned by Qian [15]. Also Qian misses the concurrent
fragment.
Moving away from the bytecode, other works that share the same approach about
static analysis concern the Java language [6,13,18]. Since the synchronized statement
in Java explicitly de/nes the critical section and the locked object, most of the prob-
lems addressed in this paper disappear in the high-level language. Nevertheless, the
structured locking checks are relevant. What makes the Java language a distinguished
programming language is that its bytecode may be transmitted across diMerent ma-
chines. A security layer—the bytecode veri/er—is needed to safeguard machines from
executing hostile bytecodes.
There are two kinds of extensions that have not been considered yet.
The /rst one concerns the integration of our veri/er with other features of the JVM.
The extension with method invocations is not problematic (indeed, the current prototype
already include this feature [4]). On the contrary, the extension with subroutines seem
problematic because they require a form of polymorphism on local variables that are
not used therein. We are con/dent that methods already developed in [17,9] should be
easily integrated inside our veri/er.
The second kind of extensions concern behavioural properties (i.e. safety and liveness
properties, see Chapters 2 and 3 of [11]). Our static semantics does not cover a number
of relevant properties. Among others, race conditions and deadlock-freeness. Actually,
the aim of the analysis in the present paper is to integrate the bytecode veri/er and,
consequently, the eGciency of the veri/cation is a major issue. EGciency can be hardly
obtained with checks that require heavy model checking to be pursued on. In any case,
the operational semantics in Section 4 is a ground basis for undertaking any analysis
of concurrent bytecodes.
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Appendix A. The correctness of the veri"er for JVMLeC
We begin with the notion of well-typed con/gurations. Let H be a heap and let
H(H) = {o : S | o ∈ dom[H ] and o : }
where that S is the record of /elds that are speci/ed in the class de/nition of  (see
Section 4). We also let heap be the judgment de/ned by the following rules (H is a
set of assumptions o : S):
n integer
H heap n : INT
v is a value (integer or object name)
H heap v : TOP
o : S ∈H
H heap o : 
H heap o :  i ∈ ADDR
H heap o : i
The /rst three judgments allow to infer types for integers, generic values (integers
and object names) and object names declared in H. The last judgment is about in-
dexed types: if an object name has type  in H then it has also type i, for every
address i.
De"nition A.1 (Well-typed con/guration). Let P= {(P;E) | ∈
}, F= {F | ∈
},
S= {S | ∈
}, Z= {Z | ∈
}. A con/guration H T is [P; F; S; Z]-well-typed, writ-
ten P; F; S; Z  (H T), if, for every 〈i; f; s; z〉 ∈T:
(1) if i∈ dom[P], for some , then
(a) for every x∈VAR, H(H)heapf(x) : Fi [x];
(b) s= v1 · · · vk implies Si = 1 · · · k and (H(H)heapvj : j)j∈1:::k ;
(c) z= {oj | j∈ J} and H (oj):‘= kj (kj¿0), for j∈ J , imply (H(H)heapoj :
̂j)j∈J and Zi = {kj · ̂j | j∈ J};
(d) (aliasing) let
• o=f(x), when Fi [x] = ˆ, or o= vj, j∈ 1 : : : k, when s= v1 · · · vk , Si = 1
· · · k and j = ˆ;
• o′=f(y), when Fi [y] = ̂′, or o′= vj′ , j′ ∈ 1 : : : k, when s= v1 · · · vk , Si
= 1 · · · k and j′ = ̂′.
If ˆ= ̂′ then o= o′. Furthermore, if ˆ∈Zi then o∈ z, too.
(2) if i =∈ dom[P] then z= ∅.
Conditions 1a–1c of De/nition A.1 regard the correctness of f; s, and z. Condition
1d concerns the correctness of our aliasing technique: if two variables have the same
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indexed type then they must be aliases. Similarly for two items in the stack, for a
variable and an item in the stack, and for a variable (or an item in the stack) and a
locked object.
Next, we begin by stating a couple of preliminary lemmas about types and a sim-
ple proposition about heaps and locks (proofs are omitted because trivial). Then we
demonstrate the one step soundness theorem for the operational semantics in Figs. 2
and 8.
In the following, P is always a JVMLeC program, namely P= {(P;E) | ∈
},
for some . The /rst lemma gives a form of weakening for the judgment P; F; S; Z 
(HT).
Lemma A.2. Let P; F; S; Z  (H T) and let H ′ be such that H(H)⊆H(H ′) and, for
every o∈Lock[T], H (o):‘=H ′(o):‘. Then P; F; S; Z  (H ′T).
The second lemma establishes the invariance of the types of the objects in the
heap.
Lemma A.3. For all P; F; S, and Z such that F; S; Z P, if P; F; S; Z  (H T) and
PH T→H ′T′ then, for every o∈ dom[H ]∩ dom[H ′], H(H)heapo :  if and only
if H(H ′)heapo : .
The next proposition states that heaps do not decrease during the computation and
locks which are modi/ed are those in the sets z.
Proposition A.4. Let PH T→H ′T′ then
(1) dom[H ]⊆ dom[H ′];
(2) if o =∈Lock[T]∪Lock[T′] then H (o):‘=H ′(o):‘.
To prove the soundness Theorem 3 we use the following one-step soundness
property.
Theorem A.5. For all P, F , S, and Z such that F; S; Z P, if P; F; S; Z  (H T) and
PH T→H ′T′ then P; F; S; Z  (H ′T′).
Proof. By induction on the number of applications of rule CONTEXT to infer PH T→
H ′T′.
Basic case: The rule CONTEXT is not used; therefore T= 〈i; f; s; z〉. Since H T
reduces, i∈ dom[P] and, by P; F; S; Z  (H T), we derive:
(i) for every y, H(H)heapf(y) : Fi[y];
(ii) let s= v1 · · · vk , then Si = 1 · · · k and (H(H)heapvi : i)i∈1:::k ;
(iii) let z= {oj | j∈ J} and H (oj):‘= kj (kj¿0), for j∈ J , then (H(H)heapoj : ̂j)j∈J
and Zi = {kj · ̂j | j∈ J};
(iv) the aliasing condition.
By cases on the rule used. In every case we use the corresponding typing judgment in
Figs. 3 and 9.
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Cases P[i] is inc, or push0, or pop, or if follow by the hypotheses P; F; S; Z  (H
T) and the well typing of the whole program P. We detail the instruction if , when the
top of the stack is a nonnull integer. In this case H ′=H and T′ is 〈L; f; v2 · · · vk ; z〉.
We must verify that P; F; S; Z  (H T′), in particular condition 1 of De/nition A.1,
because, by rule IF, L∈ dom[P]. Conditions 1a, 1c and 1d of De/nition A.1 are imme-
diate consequences of F; S; Z P and (i), (iii), (iv), respectively. As regards condition
1b, by rule IF, Si = INT · Si+1 = INT · SL, and then use (ii) for SL.
Case P[i] = load x. In this case H ′=H and T′ is 〈i+1; f; f(x)·s; z〉. By rule LOAD,
i+1∈ dom[P], therefore we verify condition 1 of De/nition A.1 for P; F; S; Z  (H T′).
Condition 1c follows by Zi =Zi+1 (because of LOAD) and (iii). For the other condi-
tions, we detail the case when f(x) is an object name; the other case is simpler. Let
Fi[x] = . There are two sub-cases, according to = ˆ and = . In the former case,
Si+1 = ˆ · 1 · · · k and Fi+1 =Fi. Therefore conditions 1a, 1b, and 1d of De/nition A.1
are immediate from (i), (ii), and (iv), respectively. When = , Si+1 = i ·1 · · · k and
Fi+1 =Fi[x → i]. Since H(H)heapf(x) : , we derive H(H)heapf(x) : i. This fact,
(i), and (ii) imply condition 1a and 1b of De/nition A.1. To verify condition 1d, note
that rule LOAD requires that no i-indexed type occurs in Si, Fi, and Zi. Therefore Fi+1,
Si+1, and Zi+1 contain exactly two items i: Fi+1[x] and the topmost element of Si+1,
which have a same corresponding value in f and f(x) · s. Condition 1d for the other
indexed types in Fi+1 and Si+1 follows from (iv).
Case P[i] = store x: In this case, H ′=H and T′ is 〈i + 1; f[x → v1]; v2 · · · vk ; z〉.
By rule STORE, i + 1∈ dom[P], which requires to check condition 1 of De/nition A.1
for H T′. As regards 1b, it follows by (ii). As regards 1a, observe that y∈ dom[Fi]
and y = x implyH(H)heap(f[x → v1])(y) : Fi+1(y) because of (i) and rule STORE. The
judgment H(H)heap(f[x → v1])(x) : Fi+1(x) follows by H(H)heap(f[x → v1])(x) :
1, which is a consequence of (ii), and Fi+1(x)= 1, which is consequence of rule
STORE. Condition 1c and 1d follow with a similar reasoning.
Case P[i] = new : In this case H ′=H [o → #], where o is a fresh object name,
and T′ is 〈i+1; f; o · s; z〉. By rule NEW we derive i+1∈ dom[P], therefore we verify
condition 1 of De/nition A.1 for H T′. By rule NEW, Si+1 =  · Si, and, by de/nition
of heap, we derive H(H ′)heapo : . This fact and (ii) give condition 1b. The other
conditions are immediate.
Cases P[i] is putﬁeld or getﬁeld: We discuss the case of putfield :a  (get-
ﬁeld is similar). Let H ′=H (v2):a → v1 and T′ be H ′ 〈i+ 1; f; v3 · · · vk ; z〉. To derive
P; F; S; Z  (H ′T′), we verify condition 1 of De/nition A.1 because, by rule PUTFIELD,
i + 1∈ dom[P]. By (ii) and rule PUTFIELD, =Type[1], =Type[2], and S:a : .
Therefore, by de/nition of H(H) and heap, v2 : S∈H(H) and H(H)heapv2 : .
Similarly for v1, if it is an object. As a consequence, H(H)=H(H ′) and the con-
ditions 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d for (H ′T′) follow from (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv),
respectively.
Case P[i] = return: Vacuous (there is no transition).
Case P[i] = start : In this case H ′=H and T′ is 〈i+1; f; v2 · · · vk ; z〉; 〈1; f0[0 →
v1]; ”; ∅〉. We focus on the new thread, omitting the check for the old one. To infer
P; F; S; Z  (H 〈1; f0[0 → o]; ”; ∅〉), we recall that 1 ∈ dom[P], because ∈
 by def-
inition of JVMLC (see Section 3). Therefore we verify condition 1 of De/nition A.1.
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By rule START and (ii) we derive =Type[1]. Therefore, by de/nition of H(H) and
heap, v1 : S∈H(H) and H(H)heapv1 : . This conclusion implies condition 1a. The
other conditions are trivial.
Case P[i] = monitorenter: There are two subcases, according to the thread already
holds the lock or not. We demonstrate the latter case, the other is similar. In this case,
H (v1):‘=0, v1 =∈ z, H ′=H (v1):‘ → 1, and T′ is 〈i + 1; f; v2 · · · vk ; z ∪{v1}〉. By rule
MONITORENTER, i+1∈ dom[P], therefore we check condition 1 of De/nition A.1. Since
H(H)=H(H ′), conditions 1a and 1b are immediate consequences of (i) and (ii),
respectively. Condition 1d follows from (iv) because Fi+1 =Fi and Si+1 is shorter than
Si. As regards condition 1c, by rule MONITORENTER and (ii), 1 = ˆ, for some . In
addition, (iii) and H(H)=H(H ′) imply H(H ′)heapoj : ̂j, for every j∈ J . By rule
MONITORENTER, Zi+1 =Ziunionmulti{ˆ}. Therefore, we conclude Ziunionmulti{ˆ}= {kj ·̂j | j∈ J}unionmulti{1·ˆ},
by (iii), H ′(o):‘=H (o):‘, for every o = v1, and H ′(v1):‘=1.
Case P[i] = monitorexit: As before, there are two subcases that are similar. We
show the case when the thread releases the object, namely H (v1):‘=1. Let z= z′unionmulti{v1},
H ′=H (v1):‘ → 0, and T′= 〈i+1; f; v2 · · · vk ; z′〉. By rule MONITOREXIT, i+1∈ dom[P],
hence we verify condition 1 of De/nition A.1. As before, H(H)=H(H ′), thus condi-
tions 1a and 1b are immediate consequences of (i) and (ii), respectively. Similarly for
1d. As regards condition 1c, let z′= {oj′ | j′ ∈ J ′}. Since H(H)=H(H ′), we derive
H(H ′)heapoj′ : ̂j′ , for all j′ ∈ J ′. It remains to verify that Zi+1 = {kj′ · ̂j′ | j′ ∈ J ′},
where kj′ =H ′(oj′):‘, for every j′ ∈ J ′. By (iii), H ′(o):‘=H (o):‘ for every o = v1,
and H (v1):‘=1, we have Zi = {kj′ · ̂j′ | j′ ∈ J ′} unionmulti {1 · ̂j}. Therefore we conclude by
rule MONITOREXIT which enforces Zi+1 =Zi\{ˆ}.
Case P[i] = athrow: In this case H ′=H and T′ is 〈E[i]; f; v1; z〉. Let E[i] = k;
there are two subcases, either k ∈ dom[P] or k =∈ dom[P]. When k ∈ dom[P], we verify
condition 1 of De/nition A.1. Condition 1a follows by rule EXC-HANDLER and (i).
Condition 1b follows by (ii) and rule ATHROW, which yield H(H)heapv1 : THROWABLE.
Condition 1.c and 1.d are consequences of rule EXC-HANDLER and, respectively, (iii)
and (iv). When k =∈ dom[P], we verify condition 2 of De/nition A.1, namely z= ∅.
Actually this equality follows by (iii) and rule EXC-HANDLER, which admits k =∈ dom[P]
only if Zi = ∅.
Case of asynchronous exception. Similar to the case when P[i] = athrow.
Inductive case: Let H T1;T→H ′T2;T and P; F; S; Z  (H T1;T) and PH T1
→H ′T2 and (Lock[T1]∪Lock[T2])∩Lock[T] = ∅. By inductive hypotheses, P; F;
S; Z  (H ′T2). By Proposition A.4(1) and Lemma A.3, H(H)⊆H(H ′) (the types
of corresponding /elds in H and H ′ are the same, values may be diMerent). In addi-
tion, the condition (Lock[T1]∪Lock[T2])∩Lock[T] = ∅ and Proposition A.4(2) yield
H ′(o):‘=H (o):‘, for every o∈Lock[T]. We conclude P; F; S; Z  (H ′T) by Lemma
A.2.
The following proposition says that well-typed con/gurations do not contain struc-
tured locking failures:
Proposition A.6. Let F; S; Z P. If P; F; S; Z H T then con%gurations in T are not
structured locking failures for P.
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Proof. We verify that no case of structured locking failure may occur. Let 〈i; f; s; z〉
∈T.
(1) If P[i] = return then z= ∅. Since F; S; Z P, by rule RETURN, zi = ∅. Therefore,
by De/nition A.1, condition 1c, z= ∅.
(2) If i =∈ dom[P] then z= ∅. By condition 2 of De/nition A.1.
(3) If P[i] = monitorexit and s= o · s′ then o∈ z. Since F; S; Z P, by rule
MONITOREXIT, Si = ˆ · Si+1 and ˆ∈Zi. Therefore, by De/nition A.1, condition 1d,
o∈ z.
Our main soundness theorem can now be proved. For completeness, we also restate it.
Theorem A.7. For all P; F; S and Z such that F; S; Z P, and for all classes  in P,
if PH0 〈1; f0[o → #]; ”; ∅〉→∗ H T then T does not contain a structured locking
failure.
Proof. The con/guration H0 〈1; f0[o → #]; ”; ∅〉 is [P; F; S; Z]-well-typed (see the
demonstration of the case P[i] = start in Theorem A.5). Then, by Theorem A.5,
H T is [P; F; S; Z]-well-typed, too. We conclude by Proposition A.6.
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